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Abstract 
 

Most recent efforts made in the industry to the path for a full autonomous vehicle have 

been focusing on the automation of the vehicles’ maneuvers, and the understanding of 

the surroundings. While a great advance has been achieved, the most advanced 

implementations of such systems may be only at the scale defined by the US National 

Highway Traffic Safety Administration as a level 2: “automation of at least two primary 

control functions”. Such systems require the driver to keep their hands on the steering 

wheel at all the time. One popular example for this is Tesla Motors´ “Autopilot” feature, 

which is in fact just a diver-assistant feature rather than a fully autonomous driving 

system. 

Given an NHTSA level 2 can still drive on itself by hundreds of miles in the highway, it is 

easy for driver to misinterpret the real capabilities of current systems and get 

comfortable on letting the machine take its decisions alone, wandering around visually 

or mentally, believing they are using a “limited self-diving” NHTSA level 3 of automation, 

or even a fully autonomous level 4. Current systems have evolved to process a great 

amount of information coming from the environment, but they may be leaving out the 

most important character involved in the vehicle: the driver. 

This project focuses on that forgotten element in the vehicle framework and intends to 

stablish a robust yet flexible representation for such a concept system as a driving 

environment, considering the driver itself, the internal mechanics of the vehicle, and 

external elements such as the driveway, other vehicles or pedestrians and traffic signals 

both passive and possible active signals with intelligent capabilities of Intelligent 

Transportations Systems (ITS). 
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1 Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
Since the 80’s decade, there had been implementations of different technologies intended 

to improve safety for drivers and passengers in a vehicle, being the most well-known 

example the implementation of the Antilock Brake Systems (ABS). Also, latest 

technologies related to Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) and different approaches 

as Product Service Systems (i.e. Uber app) are making transportation market –and 

vehicles in the process- more complex systems, in which the importance of understanding 

the dynamics governing the vehicle and the drivers’ behavior is increasing.  

Following the hypothesis that the implementation of a hybrid method combining both the 

dynamic data of the vehicle status and biological signals from the driver´s body would 

produce a better and more robust system for modeling drivers´ awareness state, an 

Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) is proposed for improving safety and 

reliability in driving environments.  

Based on real time active security principles and using different sources of information, 
ranging from the data of the vehicle -such as position relative to others, velocities, angular 
acceleration, route planning path- and including biological information from the driver like 
electroencephalogram (EEG), electrocardiogram (ECG), skin conductivity, or facial 
gestures, a finite state machine (FSM) controller would be implemented as the decision 
maker for alerting the user of danger or taking control of the vehicle. The ADAS will make 
use of machine learning algorithms for signal processing and feature extraction. Testing 
of the system may be first on simulated environments but it´s expected to complete a 
functional prototype for real drive testing. The main contributions of this research are the 
creation of a new and more robust approach for modeling driver’s alertness using acoustic 
signals, as well as for stablishing a general reference framework for the design and 
development of new ADAS. 
 

1.1 Motivation 
 
Current trends of development indicate ITS could be a reality in the next 10 – 15 years 
[1]. The changing ecosystem of improved road infrastructure and the new autonomous 
and cooperative driving technology, both are rapidly growing by mainly the following 
reasons: 

• Following the trend of Moore´s law, new electronics required for implementation of the 
technology are constantly getting cheaper and having more powerful computational 
capabilities, making feasible to include all kind of sensors in a vehicle without 
increasing its retail price. 

• Autonomous vehicles would be a reality in the coming years, with the support of major 
companies such as Google, Tesla Motors, Ford, Mercedes-Benz, Nissan, Audi, 
among others  [2]. 

• New infrastructure for ITS is being considered by governments to provide smart 
vehicles with geo-localization data, real time traffic data and offering route alternatives 
[3]. 
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• The understanding of the brain (Electroencephalography, EEG) and other biological 
(electrocardiogram, facial gestures, emotions) signals is increasing. Also, the sensors 
and instrumentation required to acquire these signals are becoming more affordable 
and less invasive. With this, different and more precise models for understanding 
drivers’ intentions can be developed. 

• Safety is still a challenging issue in transportation systems. 
 

Considering this context, it is important to create a platform that is ready to implement 
novel technologies easily and that is flexible enough to be used in many different use 
cases and scenarios. 
 

1.2 Problem Statement and Context 
 

Different ADAS had been deployed to production vehicles since around the 80’s decade. 

The main purpose of those developments was to improve the vehicle performance of 

stabilization, after this was achieved, the focus shifted to improve comfort in vehicles and 

information access. Thanks to recent advances in technology, this is finally being 

accomplished, so the new focus is being directed into creating a cooperative or 

autonomous driving environment. There now exists efforts from many technology 

companies trying to accomplish this goal. 

 

Figure 1. Past & potential future evolution of ADAS. Adapted from Bengler et al. 
[4] 
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According to a study published by Euromonitor [5] there still exist some factors which 

prevent the appearance of a fully autonomous car: 

• The car manufacturing cycle is notoriously slow. 

• Car firms rarely have the technical expertise to develop digital features and must 

therefore develop partnership with technology companies.  

• Legal responsibility is still an issue. 

• Traditional car manufacturers design cars to optimize engineering performance 

and speed.  

• Car design has not changed fundamentally for the past few decades. 

While technology fully reaches the autonomous stage, current efforts still need to improve 

driving safety as Figure 2 show. This thesis research focuses on the ADAS development 

for improving robustness and safety of vehicles, pushing vehicles closer to autonomous 

driving. 

 

 

Figure 2. Autonomous driving as a result of the addition of current technologies 
capabilities. Adapted from EU SMART64 report [3] 

 

1.3 Research Question 
 
The initial hypothesis to prove with this research, is that combining both the dynamic data 
of the vehicle status and biological signals from the driver would produce a better and 
more robust system for modeling drivers´ awareness state, which can be later be used 
for improving road safety. 
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1.4 Solution overview 
 
The main from this research effort are the following: 

• As to be stated in the following bibliographic review, most works in the literature are 

aimed just to evaluate the cognitive state of the driver, either distraction or fatigue, but 

there wasn’t found studies in which the driver and the detection system were 

considered to operate in a closed loop fashion so that the state of the driver would be 

improved. It is a proposal of this research to implement this closed loop configuration 

and to measure the results of such system.  

• A simple and fully integrated solution is proposed. Such solution would be low cost 

and retro compatible with current vehicle technology (see figure 1 for detailed 

schematic). An extensive evaluation in laboratory and real environments is essential 

for guarantying system reliability. 

• As referring to Table 1 (found in literature review section) and a review from Begun 

[5], current works relay mostly on machine learning algorithms which could further 

decrease the robustness gained by a hybrid signal implementation. The 

introduction of an advanced approach based on higher control strategies (such as 

adaptive – predictive control) and digital signal processing theory will be evaluated 

and compared to the machine learning procedures. 

 

Figure 3. Block diagram of integral solution. 

1.5  Main contributions 
This research proposes an innovative ADAS acting as a service in the more general 

framework of ITS, for improving safety in different transport networks. Such system will 

make use of proven assessment methods in literature to estimate driving status, but 

differing from those studies, a feedback to the driver and/or vehicle is intended to increase 

driving performance. Especial insight will be made in the algorithms required for the 

correct implementation of biological and dynamic signals with Multisensor Fusion and 

Integration (MFI) strategies. Finally, a complete assessment study will prove the benefits 

–and limitations– of the proposed approach. 

Improvement over traditional methods of single variable assessment is expected as 

discussed by Kaplan. He explains that hybrid solutions are used to make more confident 

systems. He also makes a comparison of the success rate in correct classification 
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between the use of different traditional signals such as EEG (88%-98.2%), vehicle 

movement(77%-88.9%), head movement(75%-97.5%), yawning analysis(80%-91%) and 

eye analysis(80%-98.4%) but didn´t show a rate for hybrid solutions [6]. 

1.6 Dissertation organization 
Chapter 1 presented a brief introduction on why the interest on working on this project 
and the general context in current industry and technology evolution. Chapter 2 will 
present a review of current literature related to ADAS frameworks using hybrid 
approaches that combine biological and dynamical signals. Chapter 3 describes the 
structure of the ADAS Framework developed. Chapter 4 helps to test the framework 
discussed in the previous chapter by enabling the acquisition of two specific biological 
features. Chapter 5 presents the results from the experiments of chapter 4, and of the 
simulated implementation of the ADAS architecture from chapter 3, it also presents final 
discussions and thoughts on future work to do for this research path. 
 
Appendix sections help to explain hardware and software setups required for the bio 
feature extraction from Chapter 4.  
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2  Chapter 2. State of the Art review. 
 

2.1 Bibliographic review. 
Reviewing available literature, no universal definition for driver inattention was found [7]. 

It is most commonly classified into two categories: distraction and fatigue. Distraction is 

the momentary shift of attention from the driving task, whereas fatigue is the complete 

inability to stay focused on the task.  

Different approaches had been implemented to estimate the driver’s attention state. 

Mainly, five types of measurement systems can be found: a) subjective report measures, 

b) driver biological measures, c) driver physical measures, d) driving performance 

measures, e) hybrid measures; in which hybrid measures are found to provide more 

reliable solutions[8]. In another example made by Solovey, a comparison is made in the 

use of driving features alone, biological features alone and a combination of both was 

taken in real driving conditions, favouring better results when a combination of signals 

was used to assess driver’s state [9]. 

Table 1 shows a summary of the works found using and hybrid measurement system. 
There are two different approaches in all these works, its either to evaluate a fatigue or 
permanent cognitive disability, or to detect a momentary distraction. It´s important to 
notice that although there´s crescent acceptance on these solutions, most of them focus 
just on making the measurements, but not actually assisting the driver in its task. 
 

Table 1. Summary of literature on hybrid measurement. Adapted from [8]. 
 

Ref Signals used Fusion Method Objective 

[9] 
Heart rate, skin conductance, 
steering angle, vehicle speed 

Classification tree, Naïve 
Bayes, Logistic 

regression, Nearest 
Neighbor, Multilayer 

Perception 

Physiological 
workload 
detection 

[10] 
Vehicle parameters and eye 

closure 
ANN Fatigue detection 

[11] 
Heart rate, pupil´s diameter, 

head orientation and eye gaze 
Adaboost and SVM 

Distraction 
detection 

[12] 
CAN signals, leg and head 

motion 
K nearest neighbor 

classifier 
Cognitive 
distraction 

[13] Audio and CAN signals GMM/UBM 
Cognitive 
distraction 

[14] 
Head orientation and surround 

salience map 
Direct matching Visual distraction 

[15] 
Road geometry, driving data 

and gaze 
Binary logistic regression 

and ANOVA 
Distraction 
detection 
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[16] 
Vehicle data and eye 

movement 
SVM 

Cognitive 
distraction 

[17] 
Vehicle data and eye 

movement 
Bayesian Network 

classifier 
Cognitive 
distraction 

[18] 
Vehicle data, head and eye 

movements 
SVM 

Cognitive and 
visual distraction 

[19] 
Vehicle data and surrounding 

environment parameters 
ANFIS 

Distraction 
estimation 

[20] 
Head position, eye gaze, blink 
and surrounding environment 

parameters 
Region matching 

Cognitive and 
visual distraction 

[21] 
Vehicle dynamic variables, 
upper body posture, facial 

gestures and head movements 
General framework Driver assistance 

 

In a more recent work from 2015, Kaplan explains that hybrid solutions are used to make 

more confident systems. He also makes a comparison of the success rate in correct 

classification between the use of different traditional signals such as EEG (88%-98.2%), 

vehicle movement(77%-88.9%), head movement(75%-97.5%), yawning analysis(80%-

91%) and eye analysis(80%-98.4%) but didn´t show a rate for hybrid solutions [6]. It´s a 

major result from this research, to get the sufficient data to make a comparison between 

traditional approaches. 

Just a few papers were found referring to the inclusion of a feedback system to improve 

driver performance as intended in the present research proposal. Some the examples are 

the results presented by Sun et al. in 2013, in which a system to detect driver fatigue 

using different facial gestures is proposed [22]. Rajendra et al, propose in 2011 an electric 

circuit to process EEG signals to detect drivers’ drowsiness and inform back the results 

of the analysis [23]. Also, in [12] is used a combination of CAN data, external sensors like 

accelerometers and gyroscopes and head and leg movements from the driver to detect 

it´s distraction and give corresponding warnings. 

Different efforts had been made in the literature to establish a generic framework for 

developing ADAS with different approaches. Stellet et al proposed a classification system 

with three main axes: test criteria and metrics, referencing or establishing ideal results 

and test scenarios definition. Their general definition is focused on how to test variant 

Driver Assistance Systems [24]. In the work of Zographos et al a set of fuzzy logic “rules 

of thumb” are used to define different warning functions intended to attribute the car with 

embedded intelligence to improve safety [25]. A multi-layer formulation for perception, 

decision making, and action is presented in [26] with a focus for system design. Especial 

attention is given to simulation environments in [27] and [28]. The publication from Joakim 
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et al make an effort for creating a Software Development Kit (SDK) with different routines 

optimized for typical ADAS algorithms and applications [29]. Goila et al developed a low 

cost vehicle to serve as a test bench for different driving assistance concepts [30]. For 

simulation and testing environment, Hardware in the Loop (HIL) capabilities are included 

in [31]. In contrast, Software in the Loop (SIL) capacities are found in [32]. 

Table 2. Summary of generic framework formulation. 

Reference Objective Formulation  

 Design Simulation Testing 
Conceptual 

fwk 
Math 

formulation 
Software 

fwk 
MSF 

[24]’15   x X    

[25]’16 X    x  X 

[26]’10 X   X   x 

[27]’14  x  x  x x 

[28]’15  x  x    

[29]’17 x     x  

[30]’17 X   X   X 

[31]’16  x x   x X 

[32]’16  x  x  ?  

 

2.2 Research Trends 
 
To get a better insight on what path to follow to design the general framework of the 

research experimentation, a morphological analysis was made of the main papers related 

on hybrid detection systems either for fatigue and distraction. Table 6 summarizes the 

results of such analysis, in which is possible to see different machine learning techniques 

to be widely accepted as classification and feature extraction methods, this might be due 

to the high complexity of the system introduced by the driver behavior. It´s also found to 

be a trend to use the internal variables of vehicles, possible because of the adopted 

standards and wide use of OBD and CAN bus protocols. 
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Table 3. Techniques and features used by main related paper works in driver´s fatigue 
and distraction assessment. 

Ref. Driver´s measurements Vehicle’s measurements Classification 

 Heart 
rate 

Skin 
conductance 

Eye 
features 

EEG Body 
position 

Internal 
vehicle 

variables 

External 
environment 
parameters 

Machine 
learning 

technique 

[9] ✓ ✓    ✓  ✓ 

[10]   ✓   ✓  ✓ 

[11] ✓  ✓  ✓   ✓ 

[12]     ✓ ✓  ✓ 

[13]      ✓ ✓  

[14]     ✓  ✓  

[15]   ✓   ✓ ✓ ✓ 

[16]   ✓   ✓  ✓ 

[17]   ✓   ✓  ✓ 

[18]   ✓  ✓ ✓  ✓ 

[19]      ✓ ✓  

[20]    ✓ ✓  ✓  

[21]   ✓  ✓ ✓   
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2.3 Technology in The Market 
 

2.3.1 Commercial Products 
Looking at the industry, major auto companies such as Nissan, Toyota, Saab, Volvo and 

Mercedes-Benz have installed driver attention monitoring systems on their top model 

vehicles or are in research for implementing them[8]. Others like Google are looking for 

a totally autonomous driving system. Tesla already showed last year the capabilities of 

its Autopilot mode[2], [33]. Due to the industrial nature of these technologies, the scientific 

nor technological methods are available to evaluate the performance of these products. 

Some other solutions are provided by companies like ASTUS, SeeingMachines, 

Eyetracking, Smarteye or Lytx. A summary of the capabilities of each of the systems from 

these companies is presented in table 1. 

Table 4. Summary of ADAS commercial solutions. 

Product Measured parameters 

ASTUS Mobileye [34] Integrated solution. Frontal collision warning. Safe distance 
monitoring. Lane departure warning. Traffic signs 
recognition. Collision warning with pedestrians and cyclists. 

SeeingMachines [35] Movement of a person’s eyes, face, head, and facial 
expressions for fatigue and distraction evaluation. 

Eyetracking [36] Point-of-gaze, fixations, pupil size. Extra: cognitive status 
evaluation. 

Smart eye [37] Head pose, gaze direction and eyelid closure. 

Lytx [38] Following Distance (HWW) and Lane Keeping (LDW) 

 

2.3.2 Relevant Patents 

To show the relevance if the research, and analysis was made on principal technologies 
related to ADAS, such as pupil dilatation detection, brainwaves measurement, skin 
conductance, and heart rate measurement systems. Tables 2 to 5 show the principal 
owners of the patents in all these distinct kinds of signal measurement. 

 

Table 5. Pupil Dilatation and Gaze Control Patents 

Number of patents Owners 

10 

1. Coutler Jeffrey 
2. Neuroptics, Inc. 
3. Volvo Technology Co. 
4. Koninklijke Philips N.V. 
5. Eurocopter 
6. Hyundai Motor Co.  
7. Lytix 
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8. Ford Global Technologies  
9. Harman International 
Industries 

Note: Done with patents information provided by Goldfire, 2016. 

Table 6. Brainwaves Measurement Systems. 

Number of Patents Owners 

9 

1. Hyundai Mobis Co. 

2. National University of 
Singapore 

3. Mohammed Aurooj Azam 

4. Sia Technology Ltd. 

5. Toyota Motor Corporation 

6. Shanghai Jiaotong University 

7. Hitachi, Ltd. 

9. Mitsubishi Electric Corporation 

10. Song Wan Yu (宋婉毓) 

Note: Done with patents information provided by Goldfire, 2016. 

Table 7. Skin Conductance Systems. 

Number of Patents Owners 

6 

1. Koninklijke Phillips Electronics 

2. System Ltd. X.  

3. NEC Laboratories America 

4. Hall, Priddy, Myers & Vande Sande 

5. Innerscope Research Inc. 

6. Nielsen Company 

Note: Done with patents information provided by Goldfire, 2016. 

 

Table 8. Heart Rate Measurement Systems. 

Number of Patents Owners 

6 

1. De Xin (代欣) 

2. Heinena Medical Company 

3. Sumitomo Riko Company Ltd. 

4. Xie Guohua (谢国华) 

Note: Done with patents information provided by Goldfire, 2016. 

 

https://www.google.com.au/search?tbo=p&tbm=pts&hl=en&q=inassignee:%22%E5%AE%8B%E5%A9%89%E6%AF%93%22
https://www.google.com.au/search?tbo=p&tbm=pts&hl=en&q=inassignee:%22%E4%BB%A3%E6%AC%A3%22
https://www.google.com/search?tbo=p&tbm=pts&hl=en&q=inassignee:%22%E8%B0%A2%E5%9B%BD%E5%8D%8E%22
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To have a better perspective of how the development of these patents was made, 
Figure 4 show the chronological appearance of the different patents. 

 

Figure 4. ADAS Human-Machine Interaction Technologies Timeline. 

Note: Adapted from patents information provided by Goldfire, 2016. 

 

2.4 Acoustic sensing review. 
 
As for driver assessment, there have been different efforts using diverse sources of 

signals from drivers, ranging from electrical features from the body -i.e. 

electrocardiogram, electroencephalogram, skin conductance- or visual features such as 

the percentage of eye closure (PERCLOS), yawning detection, pupil movement and 

others [6]. Table 9¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia. shows some of 

the work found where wearable sensors are used for acoustic sensing of various 

signals, just a couple of works were found to be used for drowsiness detection in drivers 

using respiratory signals, but those were not using the sound produced by the lungs per 

se, but just the chest expansion and compression as a measurement of the respiration 

rate. 
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Table 9. Related references applying wearable acoustic sensing. 

Reference Body sounds Features Algorithms Accuracy Application 

[39] ‘14 

sounds of 
food intake, 

breath, 
laughter, 
cough, 
speech 

Statistical, 
spectral, 
Cepstral 

coefficients 

LDC (Linear 
discriminant classifier) 

71.2% 

Sound activity 
identification (food 

intake, breath, 
laughter, cough, 

speech) 

[40] ‘14 
Respiratory 

sounds 
Time-

frequency 
Decision trees 92.96%, 

Respiratory defects 
detection 

[41] ‘16 
Speech 
sounds 

Spectral 
with PCA 

LDA (Linear 
discriminant analysis) 

90% Speech recognition 

[42] ‘15 Heart sounds 
Continuous 

wavelet 
Transform 

Fuzzy rules 90.69% Heart rate extraction 

[43] ‘14 
EEG and 

respiratory 
rhythm 

Time-
frequency 
& Wavelet 

packet 
Transform 

(WPT) 

SVM 98.6% 
Drowsiness detection 

in drivers 

[44] ‘14 
Respiration 

rate 
Time 

features 
Fuzzy logic --- 

Drowsiness detection 
in drivers 

 
Table 3 of Liu, Chengyu, et al [45], shows a summary of previous heart sound 
classification work. The table shows a general trend for using wavelet analysis for the 
classification of the signals, with remarkable results in the sorting of heart beat recorded 
sounds. 
 

2.5 Analysis of Improvement Opportunities. 
 
This review, makes evident two main points: first, it shows the interest of both the scientific 

and industrial community on developing active safety systems for improving driver 

performance; second, it founds a need for a structured and organized architecture for 

making the analysis of such systems, which can function as a base for the development 

of any kind of ADAS involving physiological and vehicle signals, independently of the 

nature of each signal. 

This research proposes an innovative ADAS working as a service in the framework of 

ITS, for improving safety in different transport networks. Based on literature review it was 

found possible to use proven assessment methods in literature to estimate driving status, 

but differing from those studies, a feedback to the driver and/or vehicle is intended to 

increase driving performance. Some works were related to including this kind of feedback 

[22] [23] [12], but no results were provided on how the performance of the drivers using 

the system improved. A complete assessment study will prove the benefits –and 

limitations– of the proposed approach. 
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Also, special insight will be made in the algorithms required for the correct implementation 

of biological and dynamic signals with Multisensor Fusion and Integration (MFI) 

strategies, since most of the works solely rely on a Machine Learning algorithm for feature 

extraction.  

Improvement over traditional methods of single variable assessment is expected as 

discussed by Kaplan. He explains that hybrid solutions are used to make more confident 

systems. He also makes a comparison of the success rate in correct classification 

between the use of different traditional signals but didn´t show a rate of performance for 

hybrid solutions [6]. It´s a major result from this research, to get the sufficient data to make 

a comparison between traditional and hybrid approaches. 
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3 Chapter 3. Proposed Framework. 
 

3.1 General architecture 
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Figure 5 General scheme of proposed architecture. 

The proposed architecture can be structured in two main processing loops, one for 

controlling the status of the driver in the vehicle, and a second one for controlling vehicle 

dynamics. Additionally, the system is capable of considering information coming from 

outside devices be it devices from an ITS infrastructure, or controllers from other vehicles. 

3.2 Multisensor Fusion Interface 
Multisensor fusion interface (MFI) is the stage of the system dedicated to process signals 

from various sources to integrate them as useful information for the controller, regardless 

of the nature or the origin of the signal. Multisensor fusion (MF) techniques are mainly 

used to achieve inferences on a system that are not feasible to make from each sensor 

operating independently [46]. According to Luo et al, there are three levels of fusion 

algorithms, low level known as estimation methods, medium level, known as classification 

methods, and high level known as inference methods [47]. Low level methods are 

generally implemented to get a better numerical estimation of some variable. 

Classification methods use multi sensor data to give it simple tags or especial 

differentiation between a set of possible cases, whereas inference methods make 

symbolic representation and processing much like human descriptions. Through all the 

MFI subsection, algorithms at different levels will be used in different blocks of the system. 
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3.2.1 Driver loop 
The driver processing loop will be dedicated on estimating the general status of the 

vehicle’s driver at any given time making use of different biomarkers, to assess whether 

he can perform the driving task or not. 

Driver block 

To allow the system to work, a model describing the human controlling the vehicle is 

needed. Two main tactics may be used. One approach is to model the driver behavior 

while at driving tasks, this referring to the psychological characterization of how the 

human brain process driving activities. Modeling the behavior will give the system a better 

approximation of the expected response of the user enabling a better assistance 

performance. Common techniques available in literature about diver perception and 

response relationship can be found in [48] and other common behavior models used in 

[49]. 

Second approach is to model or extract the physiological signals from the driver’s body 

and the changes that occur while distinct levels of attention are given to controlling the 

vehicle. Assessing biological signals in drivers give the system an insight of the physical 

capability of the operator to perform the task successfully. Usual assessment is focused 

on the evaluation of distraction and fatigue by measuring brain electrical impulses in 

Electroencephalography (EEG), electrical pulses from the heart with Electrocardiography 

(ECG), skin conductance, eye and facial features, and body positions [50]. At this basic 

level is where low level sensor fusion techniques can be applied to improve the quality of 

acquired signals such as Kalman filters, weighted average, least squares, cross 

covariance, among others for improving signal accuracy coming from different sensors. 

 

Biological signal classifier 

Classification methods are defined as medium level fusion algorithms. This kind of 

algorithms are useful when no regular pattern or rules can be identified to define a 

particular event. Some of them can be parametric templates, cluster analysis, K-means 

clustering, artificial neural networks or support vector machines. The right classification 

method will depend mostly on the type of data available and parameters extracted from 

raw signals. Artificial neural networks have some useful features that make them suitable 

for biological classification such as generalization capability, fault tolerance, and the 

ability to take into account complex non-linear relationships [51]. 

The objective of this function block is to evaluate each different signal of the driver and 

assess whether it is in its usual state of operation, or something may be disturbing the 

driver, generating a change in its typical physiological footprint. 
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3.2.2 Vehicle active safety system 
The vehicle active safety system will be dedicated on estimating the general status of the 

vehicle itself at any given time making use of dynamical signals (velocity, acceleration, 

among others) to ensure driving stability and safety.  

Vehicle model 

The vehicle model of choice will determine the signals required to be measured for an 

accurate evaluation of the automobile state. A common and simple model used is the 

two-wheel model or bicycle model which calculates the internal forces and moments in 

the vehicle system in terms of front wheel steer angle δ, yaw rate r, and sideslip angle β 

(angle between the vehicle body x-axis and wheel velocity vector) [52]. Calculated data 

can then be compared to actual data from sensors in the vehicle obtained by following 

block. 

Vehicle signal preparation 

Signal preparation block, serves the function of interfacing signals from the vehicle 

OBD/CAN networks, or other devices used to get external data as Inertial Measurement 

Units (IMUs), cameras, radar, lidar, or other common sensors. This is other case where 

it is useful to apply low level multisensory fusion techniques for get better signals from 

measuring devices. 

3.2.3 V2X and X2V 
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) arise from the increasing demands of the 

transportation development [1]. ITS integrate information and communications 

technologies to create a unified system of people, roads and vehicles with the purpose of 

reducing traffic congestion by increasing road efficiency. Along with ITS, the concepts of 

Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) and Infrastructure to Vehicle (I2V) 

communications are created. By thinking of this environment represented in Figure 6, 

Intelligent transportation systems are being currently developed to create the future road 

infrastructure. It is expected to have intelligent traffic signs that can adapt depending on 

traffic conditions, i.e. variable speed limits, or smart traffic lights that can alleviate traffic 

congestion. These devices will require complex communications and the information will 

be shared between the road infrastructure itself as well as with other vehicles and will go 

on both ways, thus Vehicle to Vehicle/Infrastructure (V2X) and Vehicle/Infrastructure to 

Vehicle (X2V) communications are considered in the main design of the proposed 

framework. 
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Figure 6 Conceptual working environment 

 

3.2.4 Sensor fusion block 
Sensor fusion block is the main integrator from signals coming from the driver, the vehicle 

and from outside infrastructure. For driver’s signal, due to the variating nature of signals, 

a weighing scheme is proposed so that more reliable signals get a higher weight on 

assessing the state of the driver. Figure 7 shows an example schematic of this fusion 

technique. The rest of the signals are treated on a fuzzy set of rules to evaluate other 

road dangers by the Finite State Machine (FSM) controller. 

 

Figure 7. Driver status weighting. 

3.3 FSM Controller 
FSM controller is the main processing block of the system. It considers all signal sources 

and evaluates them to decide what kind of feedback return for the actuation system. Three 
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levels of warning are defined as low, medium and high depending on the severity of the 

conditions assessed. Main priority is given to vehicle stability and collision avoidance for 

high level alarms. Lower levels may be triggered by the biological assessment of the 

driver depending on the current score obtained from the fusion weighting state, which 

modifies the calculated Perception Response Time (PRT) that expresses the reaction 

time expected from the driver in case of an event change. Figure 8 shows a schematic 

implementation of the controller. 

 

Figure 8. Block diagram representation of proposed controller. 

To better understand the workflow and decision-making routine of the advised 
framework, the insights of the functioning of the system can be seen graphically in 
Figure 9 and Figure 10. Figure 9 shows the main layer workflow of the proposed 
system. Data is acquired through the Multi Sensor Fusion (MSF) Network 
(corresponding to the BCI, DSP and MFI blocks in figure 1), to be later processed by the 
Finite State Machine controller, to decide on whether or not to take an action on the 
system by sending a signal or taking control of vehicle, depending on the status of the 
measured variables. Figure 10 shows the workflow of this decision made internally in 
the FSM, in which priority is given to dynamic variables from the vehicle, as stability, 
lane control and time to collision to take higher priority actions. If an abnormal status of 
the driver is found but no immediate crash danger the system will give a medium level 
warning, -only if it´s more certain something is wrong (4 or more signals are unusual)-, if 
only few physiological signals are classified as abnormal, a small level warning is sent 
to the driver. If all signals are classified as being in normal state, no signal will be sent. 
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Figure 9. First layer of proposed workflow for ADAS. 
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Figure 10. Second (decision) layer of proposed workflow for ADAS. 

 

3.4 Actuation system 
To alert the driver in case of danger situations, or to avoid him to fall asleep a feedback 

system is required. This feedback can be directed either to the user or to control the 

vehicle, depending on the assessment of the FSM. Figure 11 shows how alarm levels are 

defined: low level signals send a haptic and visual feedback to driver, medium use visual 

and auditory feedback, and high-level use auditory or take control of the vehicle in an 

emergency maneuver. 
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Figure 11. Alarm levels on actuation system 

3.4.1 Driver’s feedback system 
There exist several ways of reaching the driver’s nervous system by means of the five 

senses. Most commonly used are auditory, visual and haptic signals, each of them having 

a different response time in the user. It has been found they take around 8-10 ms, 20-40 

ms and ~155 ms, respectively [48]. Only two signals were used at a time for each different 

level of warning to not overload the driver´s mental load. 

3.4.2 Vehicle’s feedback system 
In an assistive task, an augmentation of the driver input is desired so it is required that 

the automatic system work over the existing manual system, or at least in conjunction 

with the driver to override or extend the manual inputs of the user [48]. Emergency control 

of the vehicle may be used in imminent crash scenarios and may have different 

capabilities including steer, acceleration and brake control. 

3.5 Chapter conclusions 
Trough the definition of this framework, a more systematic formulation for ADAS 

modelling is achieved. It is important to note that this conceptual proposition will be put 

into practice in the following chapters where further exploration in testing the architecture 

in simulated environments such as MATLAB and with specific biological signals. 

Nonetheless this establishes a solid background for rapid and structured ADAS 

evaluation, with capabilities to integrate Hardware in the Loop (HIL) and Software in the 

Loop (SIL) for rapid and robust development with a sufficient flexibility to change and test 

individual components of the system, without compromising its full integrity. It is also 

important to note that taking driver, road environment, vehicle and ITS infrastructure into 

account gives the framework a direct path for extension and compatibility with newer 

technologies. 
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4 Chapter 4. Case of study. 
 

4.1 Acoustic signals as driver status assessment. 
To test the proposed architecture with real signals, a system to assess and characterize 
acoustics signals from the body was developed to evaluate whether the driver is in a 
regular state or is getting drowsy or sleepy. In order to do so, sounds from the body were 
acquired with two different kind of sensors, an SDT1 from TE connectivity flexible piezo 
electric sensor [49], and Jabra UC VOICE 550 Duo Corded Headset microphone.  Figure 
12 shows a schematic diagram of the setup used for data acquisition. SDT sensors were 
placed in the front and back chest. Front SDT is tuned to get heart sounds, and back 
sensor to get lung sounds. Headset microphone would get breathing sounds when 
exhaling. Please refer to Appendix A. Hardware selection and setup., to see the full details 
on how the data acquisition system was set up. 
 

 
Figure 12. Experimental set up. 

4.2 Methodology. 
The process followed for sound acquisition is presented in Figure 13: 

 
Figure 13. General acoustic assessment. 
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Measurement procedure 
1. Subject seated in chair. 
2. Breathing normally for at least five minutes prior to data collection. 
3. Subject does not talk or move. 
4. Manually classified as normal 0 / sleepy 1 

 
Signal processing procedure. 

1. Sampling 10 kHz Headset microphone (stereo sound) / 6.4 kHz SDT sensors 
divided in 5 second segments. 

2. 60 Hz and harmonics filtering. 
3. Front SDT 20 – 150 HZ bandpass, back SDT 150 – 1500 Hz bandpass filtering. 
4. Gain adjustment. 
5. Parameter calculation. 
6. Data logging. 

 
Signal classification modelling. 

1. Data imported in MATLAB. 
2. Model training. 
3. Model evaluation. 

 

4.3 Experiment set up. 
Sound signals from the body were acquired continuously, but divided in 5 second 
segments. For each segment, a feature extraction algorithm was applied to get features 
to feed the MATLAB machine learning app. The features obtained from each channel 
were: Mean, RMS, Median, SD, Mode, Variance, Sum of values, Kurtosis, Skewness, 
Max, and Min. Also, a Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) was applied to the segment to 
get its approximation coefficients, reducing the whole 30 000 plus data points signal, to 
65 coefficients for the SDT sensors, and 51 for the microphone. Extra features were 
added for time of logging, time since last meal, hours of sleep last night, and wheatear 
conditions. This gives a total of 280 predictors for each 5 second segment classification. 
Please see further details in Appendix B. Data acquisition and processing software. 
 
Figure 14 shows the waveforms as obtained before (upper graph) and after filtering (lower 
graph), noting an improvement in signal quality and good differentiation for each 
heartbeat,  
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Figure 14. Live SDT acoustic signals. 

 
Figure 15 shows the features obtained after signal processing. Upper graphs show the 
power spectrum density of the signal, graphs in the middle of the screen show the 
coefficients obtained by the DWT approximation, at the bottom all statistical 
measurements are shown. 

 

Figure 15. Data parameters after processing. 

 

4.4 Visual feature extraction. 
To have a mix of different signals on where to differentiate the source for the framework, 
visual features from the face were extracted. Features used were the status of the eyes 
and mouth as a way to measure a sleepiness condition. 
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A simple program for visual feature extraction was used according to the methodology 

followed in [53]. The process starts by acquiring the image from the webcam PC. Then 

from the entire image, the face position is located. After it has been located, on this area 

of the image, the eyes and mouth areas are extracted, and they are compared to a SVM 

model to determine whether they are closed or not. Code used can be seen in Appendix 

C. Visual feature extraction code. 

Figure 16 shows the image acquisition interface of the program. Different modes 

depending on the available hardware are available for setup. Figure 17 and Figure 18 

show the detected non- fatigued and fatigued stages. 

 

 
Figure 16. Image acquisition. 
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Figure 17. Non- fatigue state. 

  

 

Figure 18. Fatigue detection example. 
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4.5 Chapter conclusions. 
By focusing in a simpler case scenario, it allows to test the usability of the framework in 
a more realistic environment and with real life data. In the following section, the results 
obtained by such integration of actual biological signals and simulated dynamic variables 
from a vehicle will be discussed.  
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5 Chapter 5. Research results and summary. 
 

5.1 Acoustic Classification results. 
After being logged, the parameters extracted from the sound signals are loaded into 

MATLAB classification learner. Classification learner is a Mathworks® app which 
let you explore supervised machine learning by training different classification 
algorithms [54]. In the app, the signal class is used as response, and every other 
parameter will be used as a predictor. Some of the categorical variables were not 
used, since there were still not available enough data samples on each possible 
value for those variables to be significant without introducing a great bias in data 
-for example, recordings made with all kinds of weather-. There’s also a cross-
validation option to avoid overfitting, that works by partitioning the data set into 
different folds, and estimating the accuracy on each fold. 

 
Figure 19. Classification learner setup. 

 
Figure 20 shows all the models that were trained with the same data. Simpler models 
resulted in a better fit for the used data, being the classification trees the ones with 
higher accuracy. Principal component analysis (PCA) was first tested to reduce the 
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number of features used for classifying, but it generally showed worse results on all 
algorithms, so it was decided to leave all the 280 predictors. 
 

 
Figure 20. List of trained classifiers and their accuracies. 

Using the simple tree model, Figure 21 shows the incorrect and correct predictions 
made by the model graphed against two of the branching variables from the tree. Figure 
22 shows the confusion matrix of the model, showing reliable results with true positive 
rates higher than 90%. A higher false negative rate for drowsiness class is found. This 
may be due to the higher number of samples with a “normal” class, creating a little bias.  
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Figure 21. Example of model accuracy with correct and incorrect predictions. 
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Figure 22. Confusion matrix of simple tree model. 

 
Figure 23. Resulting simple tree model. 

Figure 23 shows the resulting model trained by the classification learner. It shows the 
most important parameters are RMS1 (Back sensor), DWTCoef2-49 (Back sensor), and 
Mode (Front sensor). It is difficult to infer why these specific features were selected by 
the model, more than they make a better predicting fit than the rest of features. RMS 
from the back sensor may be because a higher RMS value indicates a higher 
respiration rate which may decrease when getting drowsy. Also, the mode from the front 
sensor may be related to the heart rate being more regular. 
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5.2 Framework implementation. 
For evaluating the performance of the framework, the simulation program shown both in 

Figure 8 and Figure 24 was coded in Simulink. It follows the workflow presented in 

Chapter 3 and includes a dashboard for variating the variables of the system as needed 

to see the system response under different circumstances. This is important because it 

allows the user to know what would be the response of the system by varying different 

parameters. As an example, if an ADAS designer is just interested in testing a new kind 

of biological signal, the input signals for Driver 0 can be modified, without changing 

anything else and to see if the response is the desired. This capability, gives the possibility 

to have Hardware in the Loop (HIL), or Software in the Loop (SIL) implementations of the 

framework. 

 

Figure 24. Main controller modelling. 

Figure 25 shows a medium level alarm, this is the result of all biological signals detecting 
an anomaly, but not immediate risk of collision is present. This can be preset as if no 
response or corrective action is taken, to elevate the priority of the alarm. 

 
Figure 25. Medium level alarm. 
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Figure 26 shows a low-level alarm, this is the result of one of the biological signals 

detected as an anomaly, but no immediate collusion risk being detected. Also, it can be 

elevated if no corrective feedback is received from the driver. 

 

Figure 26. Low level alarm. 

 
Figure 27 shows a regular operation status of the system with no alarm present. 
 

 

Figure 27. No-alarm level. 
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Figure 28 shows a high alarm level, where a stability loss has been detected, so it does 

not consider that all biological signals are between an acceptable range, stability and 

collision risks take the priority. 

 

Figure 28. High alarm level. 

By creating this program, it is possible to evaluate the stablished workflow framework. 
Last thoughts will be made in the next concluding section as well as potential future work 
enabled by this research.  
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5.3 Final conclusions. 
 
This section converse about what was achieved with this thesis project, what are its 
limitations and what are the next steps required to fully reach the final goal presented in 
Figure 3, section 1.4. 
 

5.3.1 Achievements. 
The development of a general ADAS framework for designing and evaluating new 
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems. 
 
A classification algorithm for detecting drowsiness in individuals using acoustic signals 
from the body. 
 
The proof of concept for the integration of physiological driver signals and dynamic vehicle 
signals in a single ADAS architecture. 
 
The publication of a conference paper in the International Virtual Concept Workshop on 

Intelligent Transport Systems and Data Science including the general mathematical 

framework to be used in this project, which has already been published. A following up 

article has also been published in the Springer Journal “International Journal on 

Interactive Design and Manufacturing” (IJIDeM). This shows the importance and the 

relevance of this work to the science community [50]. 

 

5.3.2 Limitations. 
This work is still limited to laboratory experimentations. 
 
Vehicle dynamic signals are just being generated by simulation. 
 
More diversity in test subjects and sample conditions are required for the acoustic signal 
classification system. 
 

5.3.3 Future work. 
Further work is expected to deploy a float of cloud connected sensors which can serve to 
feed data to improve the classification system on acoustic signals, and integrate the whole 
functioning architecture in a single wearable device. 
 
Following projects will also asses the framework with real life data from actual vehicles to 
double test the robustness of the system. 
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Appendix A. Hardware selection and setup. 
 

This section describes what hardware was used in the system, and how different 

transducers were evaluated to select the optimal option to obtain the driver’s body 

sounds.  

Thinklabs ONE digital stethoscope. 

As a way of ground truth comparison, a commercial digital stethoscope sensor was 

utilized. The Thinklabs ONE digital stethoscope offers a ready to use solution for acoustic 

acquisition. The audio signal was acquired with Audacity® software creating a .WAV file 

with 44.1 kHz sampling 32 bits signed file. Thinklabs ONE stethoscope includes a 

passband filter in the 20 – 2000 Hz range, offering a great gamut for accepting different 

sound sources in the body, but also neglecting external noise artifacts. Following pictures 

present the response characteristics of the sensor found on the user manual [55]. 

 

Figure 29. Thinklabs ONE digital stethoscope characteristics. 
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SDT1 Shielded piezo sensor 
Second sensor to evaluate was a SDT1 piezo electric sensor from TE connectivity. The 

sensor consists of a rectangular piezo electric film shielded in a molded plastic housing. 

It offers a flat frequency response over a wide frequency range, starting around 10 Hz 

frequency. No signal preprocessing is provided by the sensor, so it is required to add 

additional at least a capacitive coupling, to remove the DC offset component from the 

sensor signal. Additional filtering will be made via software. Next image shows a brief 

summary of the sensor characteristics found in its datasheet [56]. 

 

 

Figure 30. TE Connectivity SDT1 piezo sensor characteristics. 

 

Contact Microphone 01B 
Last sensor to compare was the contact microphone, also from TE connectivity. It also 

uses piezo film technology, but comes with a complete case, and with an integrated pre- 

amplifying stage. This makes this sensor particularly robust both mechanically and 
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against electrical noise. The following figure shows a summary of its response 

characteristics [57]. 

 

 

Figure 31. TE Connectivity CM-01B piezo sensor characteristics. 

Experimental comparison. 
 
To assure correct and optimal performance of the acoustic acquisition system, a 

comparison test was run with both the SDT1 and CM01B sensors, comparing their 

signals, to those obtained with the Thinklabs ONE digital stethoscope. Data acquisition 

for the TE sensors was made using a National Instruments 9234 DAQ. Hardware 

characteristics are summarized in Figure 32. The DAQ was configured in AC coupling 

mode, to eliminate DC component of signal, sampling at 25.6 kHz. Further signal 

amplification and filtering was applied via software. 
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Figure 32. NI 9234 DAQ. 

 
A LabView VI was made to filter and amplify the signals, then logging them to a .WAV 
file. The process followed was the following. 
 
1. Data sampling with NI cDAQ 9234. Configured in AC coupling mode. Sampling of 

25.6 kHz at the position shown in Figure 33 for heartbeat sound recording. 
2. Filter signal with inverse Chebyshev order 15 bandpass, 20 – 2000 Hz. 
3. Adjust gain for better volume/hearing level. 
4. Coerce signals to be in range for writing to file and audio output (safety feature). 
5. Output to NI myDAQ for real-time audio playback or to file. 
 

 
Figure 33. Sensor localization 

   

• 4 AI, ±5 V, 24 Bit, 51.2 kS/s/ch 

Simultaneous, AC/DC Coupling, IEPE AC 

Coupling 

• Software-selectable AC/DC coupling (AC 

coupled at 0.5 Hz) 

• Software-selectable IEPE signal 

conditioning with AC coupling (2 mA) 

• -40 °C to 70 °C operating, 5 g vibration, 50 

g shock • 24-bit resolution • Anti-aliasing 

filters • 102 dB dynamic range 

• Smart TEDS sensor compatibility 
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Figure 34. VI for acoustic signal acquisition. 

After acquiring the signals, all three were compared together in the Audacity software. 

End results are shown in Figure 35. 
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Figure 35. Sensor waveform comparison. 

It can be seen from the image, both the Stethoscope and SDT1 offer a more similar 

waveform, meaning a more alike response. The CM01B sensor shows a bigger 

amplitude in the waveform, this means it is better at recording just the heart beat 

sounds than the other two (SDT and ThinkOne have noise peaks at around 9 and 7 

seconds, respectively) thanks to its lower resonance frequency -around 5 khz-, favoring 

low frequency sounds such as the heart beats. 

Although CM-01B may have a better response to body sounds, it is also sturdier in case 

you want to integrate this kind of sensor in a driving environment and might not be so 

comfortable for a driver. Taking this into consideration, and being the case SDT signal is 

still good enough as the commercial stethoscope, it was decided to continue working 

with the SDT sensor, since it also offers a flexible piezo material which can be 

implemented further into a wearable device for drivers. 

SDT1 sensor adjustments.  
With the purpose to enhance some of the properties of the SDT sensor and give it more 
robustness to unwanted noise, a sandwich-like composite sensor was made. It consists 
of three layers. The first layer is a sorbathane® 1/8” film of shock absorbent material. 
The middle layer is the sensor itself. The lower level is an adhesive layer to have better 
contact with the skin. 

 
Figure 36. Composite sensor diagram. 
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Appendix B. Data acquisition and processing software. 
 
After initial tests made in Appendix A, a complete software redesign was needed to 
deploy the design described in chapter 4. Figure 37 shows an overview of the final VI 
created. Four main sections in the program can be distinguished: a) Hardware 
initialization. b) Data sampling and filtering. c) Data processing and feature extraction. 
d) Data logging. 
 

 

 
Figure 37. Final program overview. 

In the hardware initialization section, it is defined how the hardware will work with the 
software. Jabra microphone sampling is initialized at 10 kHz (due to driver software 
limitations it cannot be the same as the SDT), and the SDT at 6.4 kHz. Communication 
channels are started to communicate with the microphone, another one with the audio 
output system from the computer to have real time feedback on what the SDT are 

a) 
b) 

c) 

d) 
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recording (Realtek channel). There are two audio channels for the microphone, and one 
for each of the SDT’s. 

 
Figure 38. Details section a) Hardware initialization. 

Two different loops are running in parallel to acquire the data samples from the 
microphone and the SDT sensors Both loops run to acquire 5 seconds recordings each 
time. In the case of the Jabra, signal is acquired as it is sampled from the pc audio card. 
For the SDT sensors, first a filter for denoising 60 Hz components and its harmonics is 
applied in Figure 41, then, after that a passband filter is applied to each SDT, the front 
SDT has a 20-150 passband, and the back SDT 150-1500 Hz in Figure 42, this to 
separate heart sounds from lung sounds. Subsequently, a digital gain is applied to the 
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SDT signals. Finally, recorded audio is played back for the user to know what is being 
recorded. 

 
Figure 39. Details section b) Data sampling and filtering, 
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Figure 40. NI cDAQ9234 6.4 kHz sampling. 

 
Figure 41. 60 Hz and harmonics denoising. 
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Figure 42. Digital bandpass filter. 

  
Figure 43. Details section c) Data processing and feature extraction. 
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After being acquired, each 5 second-segment sound signal is processed to acquire its 
statistical measurements and discrete wavelet transform -DWT- coefficients. This is 
done in the “0GetSignalFeatures.vi” SubVi. For both the microphone and the SDT a 
db02 -Figure 44- wavelet is applied to get the approximation coefficients. For SDT level 
9 wavelet is applied and level 10 for the Jabra microphone, this because of the greater 
number of data points present in the 5 second segment (due to the higher sampling 
rate). 

 
Figure 44. db02 Wavelet 

 

 

 
Figure 45. “0GetSignalFeatures.vi” 

In the “0GetSignalFeatures.vi”, for each incoming channel data is prepared to be stored, 
as RAW data, extracting its power spectral density to see what frequency components 
are included in the signal. Also, a set of statistical measurements are obtained: mean, 
kurtosis, max, median, min, mode, RMS, skewness, standard deviation, summation and 
variance. 
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Figure 46. "0DWT_Parameters.vi" high level inputs. 

DWT coefficients are obtained in the “0DWT_Parameters.vi”. As shown in Figure 47, 
first the discrete wavelet transform is calculated from the signal, then the approximation 
coefficients are computed and returned for logging. 

 

 
Figure 47. "0DWT_Parameters.vi" low level functions. 

Finally, after being processed, data is stored for saving in csv format. One file is created 
to record all raw data from signals, and a second one prepared with the specific format 
to feed MATLAB machine learning algorithms. Also, hardware communication channels 
are closed. 
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Figure 48. Details section d) Data logging. 

Figure 49 shows the preview of the resulting raw data file in excel with a portion of one 
second of the original SDT signal plotted in the bottom. Figure 50 shows the resulting 
data file of the calculated parameters for MATLAB. 

 
Figure 49. Raw data example file. 
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Figure 50. CSV file with MATLAB parameters. 
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Appendix C. Visual feature extraction code. 
 
% Title: Drowsiness Detection using Machine Learning Techniques (SVM) 

% Author: Manu B.N 

% Contact: manubn88@gmail.com 

  

clc; 

clear all; 

close all; 

%% 

load DB 

load svm 

cl = {'open','close'}; 

  

dim = [30 60; 

        30 60 

        40 65]; 

delete(imaqfind) 

vid=videoinput('winvideo',1); 

triggerconfig(vid,'manual'); 

set(vid,'FramesPerTrigger',1 ); 

set(vid,'TriggerRepeat', Inf); 

% start(vid); 

  

%  View the default color space used for the data  

color_spec=vid.ReturnedColorSpace; 

  

% Modify the color space used for the data  

if  ~strcmp(color_spec,'rgb') 

    set(vid,'ReturnedColorSpace','rgb'); 

end 

  

start(vid) 

  

  

% objects 

faceDetector = vision.CascadeObjectDetector;    

faceDetectorLeye = vision.CascadeObjectDetector('EyePairBig');  

faceDetectorM = vision.CascadeObjectDetector('Mouth');  

tic 

% Initialise vector 

LC = 0;  

RC = 0;  

MC = 0;  

TF = 0;  

TC = 0;  

Feature = []; 

c1p = 1; 

species = 'Non-Fatigue'; 

for ii = 1:600 

    

    trigger(vid); 

    im=getdata(vid,1); % Get the frame in im 

    imshow(im) 

     

    subplot(3,4,[1 2 5 6 9 10]); 
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    imshow(im) 

     

    % Detect faces 

    bbox = step(faceDetector, im);  

     

    if ~isempty(bbox); 

        bbox = bbox(1,:); 

  

        % Plot box 

        rectangle('Position',bbox,'edgecolor','r'); 

  

         S = skin_seg2(im); 

     

        % Segment skin region 

        bw3 = cat(3,S,S,S); 

  

        % Multiply with original image and show the output 

        Iss = double(im).*bw3; 

  

        Ic = imcrop(im,bbox); 

        Ic1 = imcrop(Iss,bbox); 

        subplot(3,4,[3 4]); 

        imshow(uint8(Ic1)) 

         

        bboxeye = step(faceDetectorLeye, Ic);  

         

        if ~isempty(bboxeye); 

            bboxeye = bboxeye(1,:); 

  

            Eeye = imcrop(Ic,bboxeye); 

            % Plot box 

            rectangle('Position',bboxeye,'edgecolor','y'); 

        else 

            disp('Eyes not detected') 

        end 

         

        if isempty(bboxeye) 

            continue; 

        end 

       Ic(1:bboxeye(2)+2*bboxeye(4),:,:) = 0;  

  

        % Detect Mouth 

        bboxM = step(faceDetectorM, Ic);  

         

  

        if ~isempty(bboxM); 

            bboxMtemp = bboxM; 

             

            if ~isempty(bboxMtemp) 

             

                bboxM = bboxMtemp(1,:); 

                Emouth =  imcrop(Ic,bboxM); 

  

                % Plot box 

                rectangle('Position',bboxM,'edgecolor','y'); 

            else 

                disp('Mouth  not detected') 
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                continue; 

            end 

        else 

            disp('Mouth not detected') 

            continue; 

        end 

         

        [nre nce k ] = size(Eeye); 

         

        % Divide into two parts 

        Leye = Eeye(:,1:round(nce/2),:); 

        Reye = Eeye(:,round(nce/2+1):end,:); 

               

        subplot(3,4,7) 

        imshow(edge(rgb2gray(Leye),'sobel')); 

        subplot(3,4,8) 

        imshow(edge(rgb2gray(Reye),'sobel')); 

         

        Emouth3 = Emouth; 

         

         

        Leye = rgb2gray(Leye); 

        Reye = rgb2gray(Reye); 

        Emouth = rgb2gray(Emouth); 

  

        % K means clustering 

        X = Emouth(:); 

        [nr1 nc1 ] = size(Emouth); 

        cid = kmeans(double(X),2,'emptyaction','drop'); 

         

        kout = reshape(cid,nr1,nc1); 

        subplot(3,4,[11,12]); 

         

        % Segment 

        Ism = zeros(nr1,nc1,3); 

%         Ism(:,:,3) = 255; 

%         Ism(:,:,3) = 125; 

        Ism(:,:,3) = 255; 

         

        bwm = kout-1; 

        bwm3 = cat(3,bwm,bwm,bwm); 

        Ism(logical(bwm3)) = Emouth3(logical(bwm3)); 

        imshow(uint8(Ism)); 

         

        % Template matching using correlation coefficient 

        % Left eye 

        % Resize to standard size 

        Leye =  imresize(Leye,[dim(1,1) dim(1,2)]); 

        c1 =match_DB(Leye,DBL); 

        subplot(3,4,7) 

        title(cl{c1}) 

         

         

        % Right eye 

        % Resize to standard size 

        Reye =  imresize(Reye,[dim(2,1) dim(2,2)]); 

        c2 = match_DB(Reye,DBR); 
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        subplot(3,4,8) 

        title(cl{c2}) 

         

        % Mouth 

        % Resize to standard size 

        Emouth =  imresize(Emouth,[dim(3,1) dim(3,2)]); 

        c3 = match_DB(Emouth,DBM); 

        subplot(3,4,[11,12]); 

        title(cl{c3}) 

         

         

        if c1 == 2 

            LC = LC+1; 

            if c1p == 1 

                TC = TC+1; 

            end 

        end 

        if c2==2 

            RC = RC+1; 

        end 

        if c3 == 1 

            MC = MC + 1; 

        end 

  

        TF = TF + 1;  

        toc 

        if toc>8 

            Feature = [LC/TF RC/TF MC/TF TC] 

            species = svmclassify(svmStruct,Feature); 

             

  

            tic 

            % Initialise vector 

            LC = 0; %  

            RC = 0; %  

            MC = 0; %  

            TF = 0; %  

            TC = 0; %  

        end 

        subplot(3,4,[1 2 5 6 9 10]); 

        if strcmpi(species,'Fatigue') 

            text(20,20,species,'fontsize',14,'color','r','Fontweight','bold') 

            beep; 

        else 

            text(20,20,species,'fontsize',14,'color','g','Fontweight','bold') 

        end 

        c1p = c1; 

        pause(0.00005) 

    end 

end 
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Appendix D. Abbreviations and Acronyms. 
 

Table 10. Abbreviations. 

 Description 

  

ABS Antilock Brake Systems  

ADAS Advanced driver assistance systems 

BCI Brain computer interface 

CAN Controller Area Network 

DSP Digital signal processing 

ECG Electrocardiography 

EEG Electroencephalography  

HIL Hardware in the loop 

I2V Infrastructure to vehicle 

ITS Intelligent transportation systems 

KNN K-nearest neighbor 

MFI Multi-sensor fusion and integration 

OBD On Board Diagnostics 

PRT Perception response time 

SDK Software development kit 

SIL Software in the loop 

SVM Support vector machine 

V2I Vehicle to infrastructure 

V2V Vehicle to vehicle 

V2X Vehicle to thing (vehicle/infrastructure/other) 

X2V Thing to vehicle 

 
 

Table 11. Acronyms 

 Description 

NHTSA National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
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